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Summary -
* /4

A model of conceptual change is presented whfch inUludes both

the replacement of ansexisting cenceptibh by a new co,jijcspt ion

("conceptual.aschage") and the incorporation of a wyconception

with existing conceptions ("conceptual eiptnri"). Which altern:tive

process occurs depends on.thi relative status o the existing and tie

new conceptions, wherejhe status of'Mhe conc tion depends on whether

or not it is intelligible, 41xusib1e or fru ful.

The model is applied trihree intervi ws whith were held with a

graduate tut& iv frepmen physics. The first interview VAS used to

determine what metaphysics/ commitment he held in relation to special

relativity theory and showed the sig ficant role his commitments played

in leading to the cAnceptual captur of Counter'intuitive aspects of the

theory. The pecond-interview was sed to showsthe stability of his

II*49
commitments four months later a to pregent the metaphysics underlying

the theorye comparison and c teast with his own. The third interview,

ten days later, repeated patrt OflOctirst interiew And showed that

significant changesin his tephyraCel commitments had occurred.
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1.0 TUB THEORETICAL BASIS'

The assumption that * person's existing knowledge plays a crucial roil",

ddtermining tow he or she reacts to\any intellectual task underlies a rapidly
e

growing body of research into areas such as reading comprehensihn, question

answering, the learning of new material and problem solving. This,assumption

forum the basis of ihe work reported in this study - an investigation\of the

problem of understanding the conceptual change of a person learning a complex

abstract subject matter.

This problem has been discussed by Posner et e1.(1979) (hereinafter referred

to as PSRG). They noted that recent work in the history and philosophy of science

lad suggested that two phases of conceptual change in a'scientific discipline

could be distinguiShed. In-th* first phase there are a set of tentrel

commitm:ents which organise the advancement okknowledge in the discipline by

defining problems, suggesting strategies for solving them, and specifying what

count as satisfactory explanations. Ruhn (1970) refers to these centikal

commitments as 'paradigme',and research dinected.by thosellikadieem 'norslel 4

,science'. Lakatos (1970) raters to the* as a scientist's 'theotetical hard
0

core' whicll then generates a research program designed both td apply it (thus

hard core) to new experience and defend it f ttack. In the second plume *4

,

the central commitments themselves ere under attack and in order for 5he

to proseed they must be modified or eveneteplated; Kuhn refers to this phase
,

as .'revolutionary science', during which a new paradigm is acquired. Fdr

Lakatos this is a change of research program. t.

j
' By drawing analogie between cofteptual change in sftentific disciplines

and the learning of fence lox individuals PSBO developed a yodel of 6nceptua1

exchange - the process whereby a person repleces his I her central commitments.

They pointed out that .some of the most important of these central commitments

mere metaphysical in character. Th4y also investigated the tole that.other.

metaphysical commitelpts played in governing conceptual change.

1
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The stud reported in this paper arose out of the volt of PSHG.

The purposes of this paper *re to

extend PSHGN: model of conceptual(1)

aspects of conceptual change;

exchange to include other

(ii) elaborate on the role played by a person's metaphysical

commitments both in understanding counteriutuitive msterial

and in governing conceptual change;

(iii) study the effectiveness of. instruction explicitly related to a

person's metaphysical commitments in bringing about significant

changes in those commitments; and

(iv) apply the model of conceptual change to these commitment

changes.

1.1 Preliminpry Comments

-Thlre are of course, different ways in whick a person's conceptions could

ir-

change. There could be the introduction of new conceptions through development

by the porson.concerned, through further experience, throOgh contact with
4

other people, tc. Ther could.be reorganisation of existing conceptions:*

triggeileboth externally by some new idea, tc or internally as the result of

some process of thought. There could be the rejection of some existing

.conception perhaps as a result of e;uonceptual reorgenisatidn, perhaps because

of displacement by soma new concApions. Obviously th:se ways are not

independeit, with one giving rise to another in complex and ever changing

patterns. Since thia paper is eacerned with the problems of dealing with new

theorise, I shall take thio as m$ stetting point'and discuss reoreanisetion

and rejection as they arise.

Consider, therefore, a person with'existing cOnceptions C wpich inclUde
, a

one articular (conZeption C. For example, CI might be a theory *bout'.

.

../
%

particular set of natural phenomena. .This person is then faced, in !lams way

4

.1,4. 4 1
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or another, with a conception C2 which might be an alternative

the same set of phenomena. The persou is then faced with a decision about C2.

. - .

4

theory about

The options are limited : aould be rejected ieither outright or until fuVther

investigation suggests ptherwise), or it could be incorporated into C. There Are

three possibilities fpt.incorporation: C2 could be rotely memorized wish no

attempt to rTconc9e it 4111-C; it could replace CI and be reconciled with'

the remainder of/t; and ft could be reconciled ;sith both C And CI. OfAhese

/e/
44, three incorpo tion possibilities I shall not be considesing rote nemorlsation

since in t context of this paper it is of very limited interest. \I shell

call the4rocess in which CI is replaced by C2 conceptual *aching*, and the

proceat in which C2 is incorporated by'reconciliation-Anceptual capture. A
)

mo).0 precise meaninglorill begiven to theee terms by the later discussion.

/I There could be considerable differendes between aifferent examples of

-/

/conceptual
exchange or of conceptual capture. Oh on. hand the belief that

1.

1% there are np elephants in.the city soo would be changed without any fuss upon

the arrival of two lephants froik elsewhere. On the (Afar hand, the change

from a belief in geocentric to a heliocentric solar system, while still being

an example of a conceptual exchange, would havean ffect far wider than that

caused by the arrival of two lephants filpfdk the ilirson concerned it held a

position as central,as important as it did for Copernicus and Galileo. PSHG

chotOo focus' on such largo seal* conceptual xchanges, and presented a'mpdel

of conceptual exchengel which vas the starting pAttA for the work rported in ,

this paper. A

1.2 PSHG's Medal of Coecoptual Exchenge

The model presented by:PSHG considers the case Of a persln whose existing

canceptions, CI, are challenged by a new conception, C2. Before el can
/

be replaced by C2* it is necessa6 thet fbut conditions be satisfied: (the'

letters in parenthesis erve to identify conditions as they are used Daft):

.

e
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(i). There must-be somedissatisfaction with CA (0): A person with existing

conceptions CI is not going torexchange them for C2 without good reason to be
;

dissatisfied with Cl. Dissatisfaction can occur in two possibli ways. .Firstly,
1

it occurs when-it becomes clear that CI is unable to be reconciled with new

knowledge and new experiences which cannot be ignored. In other.words conceptual

capture cannot occur, thp new ideas are said to be anomalous, and the person

holding CI is said to.experisnce an anomaly i.e. he. or she is unable to make sense

of what is new. Secondly, dissatisfaction can occur within CI itself, if it is

iseen to.violate some epistemological standard, such as appearing inelegant or

clumsy, or containing 44 bog assumptions . or being unnecessarily complicated.

(ii) The new conception, C7, must be intelligible (I): A person who is

faced with a nsw conception, will not be able to incorporate it rationally into

his or her xisting'conception: if he or she cannot make sense of it. The

Only way in which it could be incorporated thus is by rote memorisation. In

ordr to find C2 intelligible, the person concerned has td be able to identify
C.

or construct a coherent representation of C. This would also require that the

person be able to see that C2 was internally consistent, although it would not

necessarily)bi'seon to be-conalltent with othir knowledge. Thus iC is

possible for the person to say that C2 was int11.4ible but that he or she

did not believe in it. One can appreciate Tolkein without believing in his

world.

w

(iii) The new conceptionk Clk must be initially plausible (Os A person

who is faced with a new conception which is to he rationally incorporatid into

t his or her existing conceptions muss be able to ee <that a world in which C2

is true is reconc lfble with-his by her own conception of the world., Such
'

a conception.would possess initial plausibility. It would.be cOnsistent with

the person's other knowledge, as well as being internally consistent. Thus

the plausibility of C2 presup

l
sits thaCkit I. intelligible - one cannot say

ilthat it is true without bei n able to.undorstand it. AAA if intelligibility

vls

_ 5 _

is necessary for plausibility, it is not sufficient - there ta also Cho need

for C2 to be true.

(iv) The new conception& C2, must be fruitful (F): A person who is faced

with a new conception is not going to incorporate it without good reason

1'4
particularly if it is at the expense of an existing conception. In other

words, he or she hie to find it fruitful. There are a number of ways in which

it could be so. It could be thst it solves problems experienced by Cri.e.

what is anomalous with respect to CI is no longer anomalous with respect to C2.

.In sUch a case simply being plausible is sufficient for C2 also to be fruitful.

It could be that C2 swats new 'approaches, new experiments. In such a case

being fruitful means more than.being plausible. It could be that C2is more,

elegant, more parsimonious, more economical than CI and.therefore to be preferred

to CI. In these possibilities the reasons for the choice of C2 are intrinsic

to it. For such a person, C2 is fruitful. BUt he or shl might choose C2 for

some extrinsic purpose' without being personally aware of its full potential:

it might be a generally accepted part of.,the discipline, or associated witil

'ftsome respected figure. In, such a of course, C2 might not be plausible or

(AL intelligible (though there would be plenty of motivation to find it so) and

it could not be regarded as fruitful. Thus if there is no advantage gained, no

increased understand,ing achieved,, no unsolved problems cleared up, the effort

reciared to incorporate C21-Articulsrly if it involveil replaolg Cl, will

not be made.
i.. .

In discussing these four conditions, PRIG considered the different situations
f!",

l
in Which conceptual exchange might occur, 4and concluded that t was not

necessarily a linear process ip wach each condition 4as a isfied in tura::

Figure 1 shows how they depicted thip6ssible rilationships of the four

conditions.

-

.
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Intelligibility
of C2
(I)

of C2

(P)

Fruitfulness
of C2 -.AP
(v)

Conceptual
Exchange from
CI to C2

Figure 1: A Model of ConCeftual Exchnage) The model incorporates fot%
necessary cobations for conceptual exchange.

4

.
They then identified three different situationa.in which concepiusl exchange

c

could occur.. The first two are appropriate for practising scientists, and the

th for students. Firstly a scientist migh beinvolved in the development

of a t sou. This is clearly a creative role. Einstein's development of

relativity is a case in point. Secondly, the scientist in a field may

be presented with another person's theory. He or she is then involved,in

<
theory choice, and will need to play a critical, valuativevole. Einstein's

colleagues would have been in this position. Thirdly a student meets a

theory in a course of study and thus'ie involved in learningLa theory. A

conceptual xchange would be required of a student with a Newtonian view of

the world who I. required to learn relativity.

In considering each of these three situations in the lighOof the model

presented in Figure 1, PSHG identified a number of commonalities but also

sone striking contrasts. For both theory choice and theory development

dissatisfaction with CI is of crucial importance, but need not be so for theory

learning, particularly for tudints who have not learned Cl. Intelligibility

Jo necessary in all three situations, but for theory development it presents

no problem - a scientist cannot develop a theory he or she finds u intelligible.
.

In thrbry choice and theorylearnixg, however, it is crucial. Initial

plausibility is clearly necessary in all three 'situations. Finaily whele
tie

scientists woUld certainly need to find C2 fruitiu1, this need not be the

case for students who may well be motivated by other faceers, extrinsic to 62.11.

To summaries thes points then, the model of conceptual change 14 theory

4

. development

- 7 -

",

would be D (I) P F, by theory choice would be D + I p f

1

and by theory learning would be

1 P (ir)

CD)

where a condition ih parenthesis e.g. (D) indecates the'possibilityihat its

role in the conceptual exchange process need not be critical.

In presenting the above model. R$HG made it clear that it was vestly over-

simplified. The process of conceptual exchange,..thsy pointed out, does not

occur instantaneously fot agy one parson, nor in the same way for different

people. Since any basic conception is so complex, certain aspects of it might'

Ibe more intelligible, plausible and apparently fruitful than others. Thus

conceptual exchange "is beat described as'a process of gtadusl adjustment in

01110e conceptions, each new adjustment.laying the groundwork for further

adjustments", rather then the passage through discrete stages implied by the

model.

.1.3 A Model of Conceptual Change

The model of conceptual exchange outlined above started with the premise

that'C1 and.C2 were irreconcilable. If this condition, however, is relaxed,

the model can easily beaudified to inelude conceptual capture as All as

conceptual exchange. 0!.,v!

AA bekore considlr a person with existing conceptions C which include one

4 11j1;Xicular conception Cl. This person is faced with a conception C2 about

which a decision must be talten t Whether it should be rejected or incorporatedt

'by means of rote memorisation, 'conceptual capture or conceptual exchange.

.

The decision which is taken about GI depends'on the aneWers to three

questions:. What Is the statue\of CI? Wit is the status of C2? CPU C2 be

.reconciled wi4th CI? The answers to the first two questions will depend on

which of the four con Wong discussed above 1.e. dissatisfaction, intelligibility,

initial plausibility and fruitfulnese, are met byCI and, eetpartely, hY C2. i

L9
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The answer to the third queseion will depend on whether CI and C2 meet a fifth

condition,. mutual consistenq. The model thus requires further discuseion of

two terms, viz, status antrodutual consistency.

Within the model. OA status of a conception is considered to be intelligible

(I), intelligible and plausible (IP) or-intelligible, plausible and fruitful (IPF).

As dIscussed before a copception cannot be fruitfuL. without being plausible,

and cannot be plausibrle without being intelligihle.- P

Two conceptions, CI and C2, can be mutually consistent for any particular

person only'lf they are both seen to be intelligible i.e. internally consistent.

Only then is he or she able to decide whether they are consistent with each

other. If in addition CI, say, ia plausible, then it can only be mutually

consistent.with C2 if C2 is alto plausible. Thus fot mutually consistent

conceptions,iboth are plausible, or neither is. In practice, it could be that
.4P

C2 becomes plausible because it is seen to be reconcilable.with a plausible

existing conception. Alternatively, the'reconciliation might depend on both

conceptions first being seen to be plausible.

The three questions upon which the decision about C2 is made are not

,necessarily indep;ndent of one another, as the discussion of the plausibility-

mutual consistency relationship shows. In other words the status of one

conception may very wolfdepend on the status of the other through considerations'

of their mutual consistency.

The decisions which would be wade about C2 on the basis of the answers to
4

the throe questions above are summarized in Figure 2 where onsideration has

been given to the possible interdependence of the two conceptions:. This is.

.shown by the exclusion of certain possibilitieeti Figure 2; e.g. CI ond C2

cannot both have status IP and not be mutually consistent as discussed abO6.

Thesis decisions would be made on the basis of the'Stotus of CI end C2 at a given

not MC

Status of-

Existing

I,Conception

1

IP

1PF

I - intelligible

IP A intelligible and plausible

IPF intelligible, plausible and fruitful

MC mutually consistent

- 9 -

St us of new conoeption

IP IPF

not MC MC hot MC MC

CE C kibb.FaM R,CC CC

R,CC CC

R - reject

CC - conceptual capture

CR - conceptual exchange

not MC not mutually consistent

Figure 2 : A Model of Conceptual Change. Decisions made about a mew conception
C2 as a funcCion of-conception status.

time. They do not imply finality i.e. a different decision could be made

at a later stage if the etatus of one or other conce!Lien were to change.

Thus if CI has seetue IPF and C2 has status I (since only CI ie_plausible,
. 1

they cannot be mutually consistent), C2 had to be rejected If at a later

(
image it is seen to be platioible land thus consistent with C1), then it mighx

..

be incorporated by conceptual capture. Since an effort ie required for
/

conceptual capture, and C2 is not seen as fruitful, therm would probably have

4 A
to be some external motivation for'conceptual capture to,occur. Failine

that C2 would probably.still be rejected. If finally, C2 was found to be

fruitful after all, then conceptual capture would occur.

Figure 2, then, gives the deciaions which wOuld be made about C2 at any

given time, but shows nothing of the dynamic aspects of the model i.e. how

the status of a conception changes. The status ie dependent among other

things, on the extent to whic) there is some dissatisfaction With it. For

an existi4 conception CI dissatisfaction might arise because CI is unable to

stimulate new:directions i.e. it is no.longer fruitful. It might arise because

CI is tnUble to provAde a lutais for making mines of new information, Mb*
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cannot be ignored i.e. which is anomalous. Thus it Nolo longer plausible.

It might arise because-CI is seen to be clumsy, inelegant or contains ad hoc

assumptions. In luoh a case, a drop in status probably only occurs if a
4

satisfactory alternative exists. In other words, dissatisfaction with CI is
_ .

direcily relatei to its being seen as no longer fruitful,'or more seriously as

no longer plausible. It is unlikely that it be seen as'no longer intelligible.

Alternatively dissatisfaction with a new conception C2 might arise because C2

carries implications which ippe to be unacceptable from tlie perspective of

the existing conception i.e. C2 is seen as implausible,-couriterintuitive. It

might arise because C2 doesn't appear to bring any new insights, solve 'milting.

'problems, suggest new directions i.e. it is not fruitful. Thus both with.respect

to CisndC2, dissetisfaction:and status are'directly related: dissatisfaction

results from loss of fAitfulness and plausibility and the reductiop of

diesetisfactron came. with/quer-easing playsibility and fruitfulneIs.

-..Tbs!,tnterviews analysed later in this paper will carry the burden of

providing a ilktrefm*ailed understanding of the model by showing how it might

ie applied to specific_examples.

Vlore is one major qualification Of the model which l'have presented: .it
I.

is, of course, a drastic over-simplification to present intelligibility,

plausibility, fruitfulnas and

conceptions. Since conceptual

gradual processes occurring in

mutual consistency as discrete propeitties of

capture and conceptual exchange are generally

\
different-aspects of any.changing conception.

aUdifferent times, a conception is generally neithertDtally plausible nor

totally implausible but becomes more orlVess plausible over a pSriol..of time.

Nevertheless, particularly in the early stages of the development of a Model,

the simplification of presenting it in discrete terms can serve to illuminate

ite key elements. In addition as the examples shows at paiticular stages of

a cOZOptuel'inhange the approximation to a discrete status is a good one.

.111114.

1.4 A Basis for Decision Making

In order for decisions to be made about.the different tonditions discussed

above, it is necessary that there be a basis for decision making. Toulmdn (1972)

considers that the current population of scientiftc conceptions end disciplinary

problems functions as a conceptual ecology which selects in favour of some

conceptions and 1,gainst others. At any given stage only a very'small part of

the conceptual ecology might be considered to be at risk, but in principle

no part of it would be immune from criticism.

Soie of the most ikoortant constituents of an individual's conceptual

ecology which influence and are involved in conceptual change were found by

PSHG-to be the metaphysical commitments held by the individual. These

commitments are metaphysical in the sense that they are not susceptible to direct

empirical refutation. Such comOtments fall into different Categories, and

are summarised by PSHG ss follows:

(1) EpistemolOgical Commitments

'(le) Explanatory ideals: Most fields have some subject-matter-specific

views concerning what counts as a successful explanation in'the field.

(lb) Geheral views about the character of knowlede: Some standards for

successful knowledge such as elegance, economy, parsimony, and not

being ad hoc seem subject-matter-neutral.
r ,

(2) Metaphysical Beliefs and Concepts

(2a) Metaphysical beliefs about science: Beliefs concerning the extant

of-orderliness, symmetry, or non-randomness of the universe aro

often important in scientific work initall.result in epistemological

views which in turn can select nr reject particular kinds of

explanations. Such beliefs played a large role in Einstein's thought.

Beliefs about the relations between science nd commonplace experience

are also important here.

(2b) MetaphySical concepts of science: Specific scientific concepts

often haVe'a metaphysical quality in that they.are baiieis about.the

1.3
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ultimate eatureeof the universe and are immune from direct empirical

refutation. A beXief inabsolute space or time is an exampl.e.

Thus a conceptioCirould be fruitful because it suggests new ways of relating

science and commonplace experitnce: It could be plausible because it is consistent

with acme tfelief.about the ultimate nature of the universe, because it is

elegant and parsimonious. It could cease to be plausible because if conflicts

witiv other knowtv, or because it includes too many ad hoc assumptions, etc.

Pr also noted that it was not sufficient to state that an individual had

a commitment to, say, absolute time in order to take a decision about a

conception: It was.also necessary to take into account the strength of that

commitment. For example, a person learning special" relativity has to accept the

relativitzi.sf time.. If for the person'concerned, however, the belief in-absolute

time is-strong enough, and ifdphe arguments presented in supplrt of relative time

carry insukficient weight then he or she will consider that the exiating
.

f- conceptki still.is plausible and the only way inaalich the new conception can

be incerporated.is through some reconciliatory procedure.

Metaphysical commitments, then, and the strengths with which they are held

play a critical role in the decistoqs made about new end existing conceptions.

Thii role wilebe further illuminated in the discussion of the results.

ay.

2.0 METHODS AND DATA

13

The research reported in this paper is based on a single case study,

graduate s tudent (SL), tutoring in a freshman non-calculus physics covree (Plot)

vas interviewed on throe separate occasions about one of the units in.the

course-special relativity. The first interview was used to analyze SL's,

metaphysical commitments with respect to special relativity, the second
.

interview held five months later was used firstly to check whether those

commitments had remained constant and secondly to intervene directly in an

attempt to influence these commitments, and the third interview held ten days

after the second 1,48 used to see whether there bad been any changes to SL's

commitments arising from the second interview.

In the first interview, conducted after Si,ha4 tutored this unit for &he.

,second time, he began by discussing how he viewed'two seemingly counterintuitive \

\ "y

propositions of the theory, viz, moving clock's run.slou and moving rods shrink.

I then presented two problems to him an4 asked him to solve them While thinking

aloud. At each stage I asked him tegime reasons for his answers, but I made
4.

no attemet to teach hits. The problems, tftough simple to state, involved tlia

major components of the theory. The first problem considered tba workings of

a light clock and the implications it has for the concept of tilt: The second

problpm involved simultaneity and the synchronization of 4istant clocks. This

was followed by presenting SL with.written explanations from twa different

points of view. After he ,had read these explanations, I asked him without prior

warning to reneat them from memory as a comprehension exercise2.

The second interview was, conducted five months after the first one'whils SL
wr

was tutoring the unit on special relativity for the third time. In the first,

pert of the interview I reiterated Che najor points which SL had raised in thlt

first interview and asked him toleiscuss them to determine to what extent

there had been any change in hie metaphysical comektments in4he intervening
4

time. In the second part of the interview I presented some yf the basic

elements of special relativity and contrasted them with ttv svor analysis.

of the first interview, showing where I saw differences.and presenting argumente,

5
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in support of spAial relativity. In essence $L had attempted to reconcLle

the results of special relatiVrity with his Newtonian foundation, ihd I sought

to show what I understood the Einsteinien foundations to be.

The third interview was conducted ten days after the second interview .during

which time SL'had had numerous discussions with students he was itutoring. He

itd al%) coma to me on two occasions for clarification of details, and discusy(on

of (pacific problems set in the unit. In the interview I Again reiterated the

major points which SL had raised in the first two interviews and asked him to

'comment on how he viewed the propositions of special relati4fty vit. moving

clocks run slow and moving rods shrink. The dircugsion proceeded along lines

similar to the first. AA before I used the recorded dlsouseion to anslyrr,SL's

current metophysiial commdtments.

.16

3.0 RESULTS

The purpose of this section is.to analyze and discuss the role of meta-

physical commitments in assisting conceptual captuie of counterintuitive

results, to investigate the conditions

the process of conceptual exchange and

change outlinedrVe to these results.

" the role of such mstaphysical commit

under which they are replaced in

to apply the model.of conceptual

It is, however, impossible to discuss
1

s irOdetatl Without simultaneously

discmgrsing their content. I shall ne eAheless attempt restrict all

I
discestions of content to the instrumental role which it "Jrlays, and leave 'any

, .

comment.about its intrinsic value to ethers.

3.1 Analysis of SL's initfal conceptions3 I

.Y

The analysis of the relevant parts of SL's initial conceptions (including
.

CI and possibly othellftlarts of C) is based primarily on his responses during

the first interview with appropriate corroboration from thstecond interview

to derronstrate ihe stability of these conceptions over a

five months.

In the time prior to the first interview SL would have been required a a

physics graduate student and as a tutor io P101 to make soma sense f Ninstein's

period of iou.

'Special. Theory of Relativity (STR). He would probably not have Considered the
4

;option of claiming thal it was nonsense - such "a path does not usually lead

Ito success in graduate school . and thu: he would, probably implicitly, havrt

set himself the task of reconciling srR with hit.existing-phisics kniwledge.

evidenci I sh$611 preient.below sugileste that his primary concern was with

.. .

the two propositions whichirun directly counter tocomMon experience (vie..

moving clocks run slow (ifsulLdilatton); moving rods shrali (length contraction)),

rather'then with'the'theory a whole. His formal physics know1ed61WoU1d

undoubtedly beeinf3uenaed by the large component of Newtonian. physics hie

education Oust have iocLuded.' SL's initial conceptions are the prodfict of

Hinsteinian branches grafted to Newtonian roots.

17
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SL shows a fins N em4 onian commitment to a mechanistic view of the world.

in which objects have fi ed properties such as length, mass etc. and in which

xplanations of phenomena (including reliitivistic effects) should be given

in terias ot these objects and their, interactions (i.e. in mechanistic terms).

In lking about the question of sht:/nking rods and slowing clocks, he says:

riS4) I see them as being--as changing their length, or changing their
time. But I can talk to the person who's moving at the same
velocity as the stick and the clock. He's telling me that they
don't change I feel they haven't changed, but the way I'mi
looking a* them has changed I guess I'm allowing for the
fact-that a person who's seeinkthese thinga at rest, who has
his cloci at resthis meter stict at rest has ausai a little
mor6 rig.t to say what s real y ppan_ng to t e stic s.
(emphasis added)

A little liter dlie continue*:

(SL) .But I'm not-at all uncomfortable wish the idea of fore-
shortening. I do say, I do feel it is a perception. I will
say it is n shortening. I know in the beck of my mind that
my friend who's riding slips with that meter stick is telling

.me all the time that as falr as he can tell, it's the same
Length and I believe what he's saying, which is o.k.

(I) ItZe not a conflit?

(1.) No,,because the fact that it's/moving makes sit appeal to me
as if it were foreshortened.
(emphasis added)

Here SL insists orttreating length as cetstant, independent of frames of

reference. Hells, thus, led to treat the special theory's claims concerning

.

the relativity of length as simply a distortion of perception.
ter

In the second interview SL reiterates this same point in somewhat different

terma. Discussing the question of what the reality of an object is, gle says:

(SL) But when you start talking about reality:...I sort of'like the idea
of thinking of an absolute reality sort of independent of observation.

He then pontaneously introduces the xample of a vector,something which
V

is characterised by its length (and direction) and continues:

.r
(SL/ If you can think of it !She vectod as something independent of

coordinate systeie, you have space and you havg.something oht
there and it has physical reality independent Orhowyou measure
it.

4f

. .
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Thus, at this stage, SL is committed to a.view of the world in which objects

have an independent reality one nifestation of which is a constant length

independent ef how or even whether it is measurdd.

The next topic I shall consider conc

which SL provides of relativistic phenome

consideration of the light clock probfem.

e nAture of the explanations

issue arises out of SL's

s impertant because it provides

him with Qle plausible mechanism for explaining time dilation that his meta-.

physics requires him to look for. He can thus ee why a uvLn g light clock

runs slower. He correctly predicts that another clock whi4 does not depend

on light moving with the light clock also runs slower.

(SL) It will be keeping the same time [is -tkp moving light clocg. I

haven't done anything to it that it shehldn't keep the ame time.

I then ieked him to explain why this Should be the case.

(I) But now we've got a [Clocg which has nothint what:waver to do
with light and so how can you explain the fact that it is
running sigwer as well?li

(SL) Well, thet I can't do, Mt you-- leb's sae, if you use another
clock, well, like a human heartbeat is also a clock and in e

detail I can't explain why thst would go slower but I have
a little bit more of a feel that it depends an the speed of light
For instance, if you are sending--youebody runs by fending
neural stimulation,.up through your body--those are electrical

1 phenomena....well, it's a phenomenon Which depends on liet end
electricity, then I reason that those processes will be affected
similar to a light clock and so 1 can more or less see hdu the
heartbeat would slow down if it's moving It a high veloCity.
(eyelash: adIed)

\ Later, I questioned'SL again.on this issue:

(I) I'm suggesting that pprhaps you can't argue,for your clock
on the basis 04,lighe.

(SL),I don't see how in depth I can argue for my clock on the
basis of light, but,I believe it can be done.

With respect to thie same question of what cohatitutee a satisfactory explanation

we had the following discusgion in the second interviw

(SL),I don't like the idea of faith so much....I think that physics works,
can xplain everything, And thiPI the premike I'm working on and
o when I come up with something that I Can't understand I would
like to think it through and explain it to myself..11.if someone
just tells me well them: mechanical clocks have to Urun loweih.that
doesn't sit well with me because I can't sei-Wy they're telling
me to take something on faith when I or they can't explein it.

16.
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(I) OK so - I think that it comes down to vhat you would accept as a
reasonable explanation of this phenomenon which we can 'agree about
which ia that a clock elowe'down. And what is, as far as you're
concerned, a reasonable explanation of such a phenomenon has to,do
with being,able to postulate some sort of process, a mechanIsm
which makes things slow down?

(S) -Yes

(I) And that underlying everything in the world there is this type
of mechanism explanation?

(S) Right

The analysis of gL's initial conceptions stows that he has a metaphysical

commitment to mechanistic view of the world. This is shown firstly by his

commitment to the fixed 'properties of extended objects.being the fundamental

reality in nature. Thus &abater stick has a fixed length and any observations

which'show ,pthqrwise are perceptions so that it,appeats to the observer as if

it sere shorter. Secondly he is committed to Ole principle that any explanation

of relatIvistic.effects must he given in mechanistic terms. Since he has an'

account of the slowing down of a light clock, he can and does use,this to

explain all other problems of time dilation by assuming that they somehow

depend on light.

3.2 Application of the model to SL's initial conceptions

The model-of conceptual change presented earlier is applicable to SL's

initial conceptions, to the fact that be has been able to incorporate two

cLiteritituitive proPesitions into his set of conceptions about.the wk.ld

of appropriate phenomena. I shall assume that within SL's set of conceptions,

C, there is a subset, CI, which includes coOteptions about the reality of

objects and the ns.t,ze of satisfactory ahlanationd of natural phenomena.

Since there,is a la f evidencelto the contrary, I shaIl assume that for SL,
A

CI I. both intelligible and plausible. Whether it is, for SI. e'fruitful set

of conceptions is a norp open question to which I shall return.

Consider tha N
t'SL new comes to learn special relativity. For qpr purposes

N 1 -, .
.

.

I shall pnI0Oconsider the second Istul4te -stlutt
a
of tfia constanCy.of the

.

We.

, :4444 of.lighe-%n& um two propos tions of tine dilation and length contraction.

'

'
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All the interview evidence shows that gL accepts the second prolate without

any discussionl''Ilehall asanme.that It is
b.. ha

question. He simply uses it without

constituent part of C. The two propositions are , however, controversial, and

form the set of conceptions, C2. The outline of the model in Figure 2 indicates

that the only way in whichit2 can be incorporated intwith CI having status

IP (or IPF) is by means of conceptual capture. This can only happen if C2 is

made plausible through reconciliation with Cl LeT if CI and C2 etre seen as

bang mutually consistent.

SL manages to reconcile C2 wiih CI by making two auxiliary assumptions:

that a stirinkiltg rod constitutes a perceptual problem and doesn't actually

shrink ("I feel they (iodeondgclocks1 haven't changed, but the way I's looking

at them has changed") end that eh, light clock problem provides hts with 4

.pleusible mechanism for explailang time dilation even thouiphhe cannot see the

details-in every case in which clocks run slower ("I don't a:willow in depth....

but I believe lit can be done").

The only element thenlacking in explaining the conceptual capture of C2

is the motivation. In principle it coul.d.happon - CI and C2 halw been reconciled

1(at least to SL's satisfaction), and both have status IP - in Practiqe there needs

)
to be a reason for SL making thd.effort necessary. Refe the obvious candidate

is the importance of relativity theory. If SL wants a make haesy in physics,

he has to coma to tores with relativity:. A. a graduate student be has to learn

it, as a tutor he hps to teach it to his students.

One final point concerns the status of CI - it need only have been.IP before

C2's capture, but nor* than likely its role in the captureanould I. enough for,

its seatue to be raised tq IPF. 'Ilhather of:not.this ii the case, however, makes
14

no difference'here. /

3.3 Analris of the'interliention
. .

. so
., The purpose pi.the

a.. .

tr

4.,

intervention in the second interview was to influence

SL's undsrstandineof relativistic phenomena in order to bring it more into

line with what I understood to be the orthodoxopinsteinian position. Th

It

0

4

1
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ritionale I adopted was that of presenting him with the position he hed.
I

adopted (based on the previous analysis), contrasting it with the tinsteinian

f- position and stressing the advantages this had over his point of view
.
At

i' each stage we discussed and attempted to clarify,the points which had been

raised.

The content of this intervention centred on the issue of what the

fundamental reality Atha world might be. SL had indicated that he sew this

in terms of objects and thair interrelationships; and I presented the point

of view that events were more fundamental and that length, say, could he

interpreted in terms of events i.e. something that is localized in space

and time. For instance, length was the spatial separation of two events

happening at the same time: viz, the two measurements of the ends of a meter

stick. I showed hat two direct consequences of this point of view, couped

with the posraeIte of the constancy of (he speed of light, were dlqagreements

between two people moving relative to each other about, the length of time between

any two events, and about which two events were appropriate in length measurement.

.Thus a regard for events as the fundamental reality led.directly to time dilation

and length contraction in an internally consistent way without the necessity

of the assumptions SL had made in order to achieve the reconciliation discussed^11

in the previous section.

A sate* port to the issue of fundamental realitry dealt with queriee raised

by.SL in the interview. Was the focussing on events as reality not a denial

of the existence of objects? Or in his own words

(SL) Then how do You talk about itAeality? Just in terms that
there aro two events that happen?

This alerted me to a poseible misinterpretation Of the net/ concept of 147th,

amd led into a discueeion of the detailed implications of the change/ which I

had outlined,.implications which had not occurred to mm or whIch did not seen
N,

to be central, but Which were Clearly important 'to SL. 1A reinterpretation of

length which was internally consistent
was certainly required,. but with fhe

additional requirement that it be consistent with.OL's other concePtions.

42:t
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3,4 Application of-the.model to the intervention

In order to gO from the incorporation If the two relatiVistic propositions

by means of conceptual capture to their incorporation by Means of conceptual

exchange, at least three conditions have to be met : the status of SL's initial

st.conceptions CI has to drop, concomitantly the reconciliation between CI and C2.

has to break down, and the statui of C2 has, at least, to be maintained but

preferably raised.

Since the analysis of the'next section will show that conceptual exchange

did occur we can assUUM that these conditions were net. This, however, is

indirect evidence, and in suppost of the claim that the interVention was the

instrumental factor in the exchange, I shall indicate how these conditions could
)

have been met as a direct result of the intervention.

As I discussed while introduoing
the nodal, status lowering is directly

related to dissatisfaction with the Conception. In this case there has been

no anomaly. The alternative presented to SL-has, however, shown that the

auxiliarY6assamptions made in order to recondite C1 and 4-2 are unnecessary -

it is possible to understand the relativistic propoaftions without them.

It is important to realise that these assumptions were not shown to be wrong -

merely unnecessary. That this appeared to create emough.dissatiefaction to lead

to a lowering of the status of CI is an implicit ip4ication of the existence,

with sufficient strength, of an epistemological commitment to the economy of

a theory. Ono factor; then, which leads to dissatisfaction with CL2d the

consequent lowering ofrits stetus is the realisation that the auxiliary assumptions

can be discarded, in the process of which the reconciliation between Cl.and C2-

hp to break down. Thns tOo of the conditions listed above could have been met

simuitaneously..
A

The importance of lowering the status of CI must not be overlooked - without

it, there can be no conceptual tOtchange. The source of dissatisfaction discussed

above it; appealing hecause it could account for two but it might

23
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not bs sufficient. The arsuMent which showed that the two auxiliary assumptions

were unnecessary dealt with the internal self-consistency (or lack of it) of the

conceptions under discussion. Equally important fOr tho existing conceptions

was the external support they received from extensive experience, that lch

made them plausible. Thus SL might well have wondered whether he had trodiscard

a concept of lontth which had served him well iu ell areas other than relativity.

In other words, he might not be prepared to find CI implausible until he had

found C2 to be plausible : that interpreting common experience with C2 made

sense. In other words there is an important link between the firat and third

conditions above.

In ortar to check whether tho third condition could have been met, ws need to

consider the nes conception, C2. In the discussion of SL'S initial conceptions,

C2 consisted solely of the two relativistic propositions. This must now be

e xpanded to include the conception of events as fundamental if a satisfactory

e xchange is to occur. As I discussed above this conceptiqn leads directly to

the two/eh-Zillions so C2 is internally consistent And could thUs be intelligible.
,

The effect of the seond part of'the discussion outlined above i.e. the

reinterpreiation of the co

This being the case, a pos

removd. There'would also

ncla of lsegth,

.iri. barrier to

be the external

could then be to make C2 plausible.

C1's status reduction would have been

motivation arising from the necessity

to find relativity plausible in order to feel a part of the physics community.

Thus the third conditioi needed to open the way to conceptual exchange could'

have been net.

3.5 Analysis of SL's final conceptions

The analysis of the conception* which SL held after my intervention follows

that above. Thus I shall be looking at tho same points which were sunmerised

at the end of the analysis of SL's initial conceptions. /

e-
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s
Firstly, there is the question6 of what reality is. The analysis *bowed

SL's initial cuMmitment to objects with fixed properties such as length and
*

mass. Part.of the_evidence to silpport the initial analysis came from M.'s f 114/

view (repeated at least three times throughout a lengthy interview) that he

would give "a priority of claim..to the person [it rest wittirespect tO1 the

meter stick", and that it ;imply 441sars to be foreihortened becauie it's

moving. So I put SL's initial view of the stationary observer having more

right, having priority, to talk about length to him.'

(SL) Right, I don't know if he has more right.... I think oven back
then and that's what I said but it's not literally what I meant.
What I ma saying is that in a way it is tufty. If I were him I mould
heve an easy time meenntring the stick I was almost talking
about it's easy for him to measure and it hasn't been easy for
me to think of how I would measure LK I am moving with raspoet to
it.

One might want to accept face value SL's assertion that hy "right" and

"priority of claise' he nt "easy". .But this ass uaumes that for SL ttera

flaof princip16 are equiv lent to matters of convenience, an assumption I

think is unreasonable in the light of the rationality of the three interviews.

1

A more appropriate assumption seems tp be'that SL wants to reduce the diseonanc
ow ,

caused as a result of the change..
.

,

There is furthervvidencs in support of this change. In discussing his

changed viewpoint he reiterates one commitment which remains unchanged& there

is a reality 6tdependent of measurement. What has chenged is his interpretation
,

of this commitment.

(SL) Well, points in spec* are.real. I was thinking about this earlier.
I don't know if I've moved that far from where I was before. .1

alwail felt that there api things that are real and how you observe
them,. that eight change. tut there ere some physical realities like -
you have a flash bulb here and a flash bulb Mere. They arm quite
independent of. whatever coordinate system you put on and I guess
I've always had this feeling that I'didn't like being restricted
to a coordinate system and that what is there doesn't depend On
whatever coordinate system I lay on it and so that would prompt_me.
to say the remarks I made in the past about.... a meter stick Lhavingj
a certain length, that is, it occupies space independent of the
coordinate systei. It is physically there but now if I had to measure
that, if I hs0 to tell somebody how much space it occupiel4 now we
hive to agree on-the coordinate system so that it would make Some
sense.
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It is important to te tat SL recognizes that there has been a change.
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Following additional questioning he explicitly indicates what he has given up:

(I) Are you saying that the property of length that it has is on a
par with this idea of the reality of the meter stick?

(SL) No, that's a ertikl description of it, but it's'not the
same thing. I mean if l'can talk about length independdia of
how I measure it, and I guess I can't,

Thus while SL stal believes that there is a reality independent of

measurement, he has changed his view of how that reality

Initially, the object itself had a fixed length, but now

in individual vents, localized occurrences in space and

triggering of Ptotographic flash bulb.

Secondly, there is the question of what constitutes a reasonable explanation.

of relativistic phenomena. InitiAlly when considering time dilation SL felt

. that to explain why any moving clock runs more slowly it was essential to

introduce some.mechanism. In his case, he felt that all procissea had to

manifests itself.

the reality is

time e.g. the

be light-like processes. During the course of this interview I asked him

to consider clock which keeps time with a flywheel which regularly reverses

its direction. Although his explanation is a little confused, what ia

significant about it is that he makes no attempt to suggest that there is

anything light-like about Cho flyllael = he simply compares the light clock

and the Mechanical clock whenever the flywheel reverses its direction. Once
4*
again th: basic reality lias in these events.

. 1It (SL) Well, you can have two observers [01 and 0 both observers
want to measure the time it takes for the flywheel] to cjtange
dijection and I will_give each an identical light clock LI and
L . A light clock LI.;] whith is stationary to the tflyw eeU
'assuring a certain time for Che [flywheel] to turn around -

0/.11, an observer (Pi] who.is looking at the same light clock [1,11
'says. it takes one tick:of 5.1] for the Eflywheelj to turn
around. The flash of light goes.up end down in that amount of
time and the ['flywheel] has changed dirtction.- The observer 5)0
who is moving w th velocity relative to 11,0 will say that ELO...
took a shorter time than hi& [1.2j and the same thing [0y4heel
reversal] happened in the same time interval. He measures a
timm interval which is someWhaMOlarger than the time interval
which the stationary light clock measured, but the same events
occurred across the respective time intervals. The One guy says
the time interval is 1 s and the other guy says it's 1.67 s.
The.same thing happened. It doesn't have anything to do with
the dpck necessarily - it's just fiCw you meaiure the idea of time.
(eaphltia added) .
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Thus time measurement has to do with intervals between events, and has

nothing tolo with the mechanisms used to keep time.

In a similar manner, when considering the phenomenon of length contraction.

SL sees it as arising from the measurement procedure, rather than from some

mechanism operating between the particles of an object. Talking about someone

moving with respect to him and measuring a meter stick, SL says

(SL) if he measures lengths the same way that I measure lengths
and he hes made a correct measurement, that's OK. I guess the
fact that we don't measure the sane length is that perhaps we(
are not measuring the exact same thing. We are measuring in the same
way....

He then goes on to consider time dilation but returns to the question of the

measurement of length as the distance between two events (or occurrences).

moving associate uses the same events, but the numbers he assigns toHis

his Measurements are different.

(SL) I make a measurement of length and I work with that according to
the equations of physics mid it describes what heppens to me and
he'll use the same laws of physics. He will use his measurements
and he will discover the same occurrences. I get the feeling now
that I am moving into two.peparate worlds really but what is the
same are the things that happen - the actual sort of physical
occurrences of something or other; thst a light beam shquld race'
from one end of meter stick to another and back.

(I) So you are not saying it's two different physical worlds?

($L) No. The samp thing is happening. There are Just different
consistent ways of describing them.
(emphasis added) .

A

The evidence shows that there has been a profound.chang*.in the nature of

the explanation which SL offers, away from a concern withtbjects and their

interactions causing re1ati4Z:Pre effects, away from mechanistic

explanations to relativistic explanations, i.e. to on awareness that these el

effects arise from the very process of measurement and of setting up appropriate

scales. .

.0
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3.6 Context of SL's Conceptual Change

The analyses presented above show that there has been a significant change

in the way in which SL thinks about certain relativistic phenomena, a change

in his basic metaphysical commitments. Before the intervention he'iooked for

mechanistic explanations of relativistic phenomena in linefmith the fact that

he was quite ready to assent to a belief that mechanistic explanations are the

foundation for everything in the physical world. After the intervention there

-is no such universal belief. This is a profound change in one individual's

conceptions which mirror, somewhat imperfectly, the change in the worldview of

the scientific community.

Ilire can be little doubt that the chanse from e mechanistic werldview

occasioned by Sinstein's theory of relativity has been of immense significance.

-discussed by numerous authors (see Holton (1960, 1969), Zither (1973) Schaffner

(1974), Birosige (1976), Posner as AL (1979) and references listed therein).

One part of the reason for he signi -nce of this'ehange rests in the importance

'of the mechanistic vorldview r ni th centUry physics, Mirgenau (1970.

says that the most convincing feat physics of that ra was

"the universality of mechanistic processes, which illuminated,
simultaneously the study of found, of heit, even of light, which
was regarded as a vibration in a mechanical ether" (pmxmiv)

*to depart from auch universality was no small upheaval which could not be
--"

iyoided. Sirosige claime that
/

"for tba emergence of the theory of relativity a complete emancipation
from the mechanistic worldview was the essential pryregnisite" (p73)

end slaboratesothis point 104, saying that
Mt

"physicists did not generelly'accept Eislativiti), until thoy recognised
that it was concerned not only with electrodynamics but also with
eechanics, that is, that the fundamental postulates of the theoty of
relativity wore universal principles to mbich mechanics as well as
electrodynamics was to be subjected. Such a recognition contradicted
the Mechanistic worldview". (p74)

The change in SL's eataphysidel commitments, then, must be regarded as
.

highly significant. The question arises as to why it had not happened earlier,

since me must'assume that SL would bays had access to satisfactory accounts ofrer

relativity theory through different teachers and textbooks. Here the account

28
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of the change provided by the model discussed earlier provides is clue -

conceptual exchange cannot happen unless there is ufficient dissatisfaction

to lead to a lowering of the status of CI - SL'a mechanistic worldview.

Without this happening the intervention would essentially.have achieved nothing.

iab
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4.0 EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

The research reported in this paper shows that a peraon's conceptions which

include metaphysical commitmenta,play a very significant role in the way in

*which he or she understande.complex subject matter such ai Einstein's Special

Theory of Relativity. Arai-conceptions play such a role,even though they

are often implicit, yith thekperson holding them unable to articulate them

in any detail. They can then constitute_an unidentified barrier to greater

understanding of some topic or other. Until such time as the detailed nature

of this barrier or block is revealed and the person holding it sees that it

is implausible, he'or she will be unable to-incorporate the topic satisfactorily

into his or her conceptions. For example, SL's commitment to a mechanistic *

worldview'constituted a barrier to his deeper understanding of special

relativity.

Firmly held conceptions which constitute a barrier to greater understanding
0

are not restricted to metaphysical commitments. NeithCr is the presence of guch

barriers confined to abstract subjects uch as relativity. Lovell (1979)

reviewed some of the literature pertaining to these issue'', literature which

dealt with topics such as the conceptions of the world as a co c body held-
.

by children egad 8-13, cOncepte of mechanics held by pupils aged 11-16 and

concepts (or a lack thereof) of reference frames held by first year university

tudent. In commenting on theas Lovell ays

"the alternative frameworks pupils.hold regarding ome situations
may often be at veriance with the framework'which teachers wish them
to elaborate from teaching, from the textbooks, or from their oWn
experimentation".

He contittuea'

"...such thinking ia often resistant to attack. It is eetablished in
childhood, becomes well entrenchad by adolescence and our teaching
often does not eradicate it."

The problem, then, is widfspreed. The implication', of the research

reporped in this paper for working towards a solution of this problem derive

from the model of conceptual change. A teacher needs to know the initial

.conceptiolipiikthe Wants he or sh is teaching, particularly thossi which
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are implicit and inerticulated, before planning an appropriate teaching

strategy whether it be designed to lead to conceptual capture or conceptual

exchange. Using the methods whith I edployed in this research under the

circumstances of normal teaching would impose intolerable burdens on the

teacher. Fur her re'search to determine the range of possible conceptions

in any group ôf students is clearly necessary in order to develop diagnostic

instruments for the keacher. This research shows the advantage of such a

diagnosis in helping to enhance greatly the effectiveness of any teaching
.

situation. /

A

4

Pr= 1



Note.
4

1.
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Posner et fj (1979) used the terms assimilation and accommodation for

conceptual capture and conceptual exchange respectively. They scknowledggd

that these are Piaget's terms, but indicated that in using them they

intended no commitment in his theories. I have introduced the terms

conceptual capture and conceptual exchange firstly to liminate )ll

confusion on this count and secondly.because current dictionary usage

places them closer to their intended weaning.

2. A complete presentation of the problems is given in the Appendix

"contained in Posner et al (1979).C

3. A less detailed analysis of SL's initial conceptions as reflected in the

first interview is contained in Posner t al (1979).
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